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croscope, which uses optics to reject directly the lightthat comes from the out-of-focus planes and opticallydissect the specimen [1][2]. The other approach is touse a conventional light microscope, acquire stacks ofimages at di�erent Z positions, and then use compu-tational methods to remove the out-of-focus informa-tion from the acquired images [3][4][5]. The confocalapproach is easy to implement and can get clean im-ages directly. However, it has several disadvantages:much higher cost than that of a conventional light mi-croscope; low light e�ciency because of the rejection ofmore than 95% of the uorescent light; limited choice ofuorescent dyes available for confocal imaging, whichresults in a limited selection of cell components thatcan be imaged; and severe photo-bleaching. On theother hand, with the development of high-resolution,low-noise CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) cameras andhigh-speed, general-purpose computers, the computa-tional approach to 3D optical sectioning microscopyis becoming more and more appealing. By adding aCCD camera, a Z positioner, and the necessary soft-ware, a conventional light microscope can easily beconverted into a 3D microscope. Because the lightmicroscope can image the cell in its natural aqueousenvironment and because a variety of uorescent dyesare available, it is possible to image speci�c cell com-ponents and (possibly) the functions of these compo-nents. Once out-of-focus information is removed, thewhole real cell structure can be viewed in 3D, pro-viding much richer information for biologists to studyvarious biological phenomena. This paper presents aprototype system that integrates digital image acqui-1



sition, high-speed restoration algorithms, volume ren-dering, and high-speed network connections to providecost-e�ective and near real-time 3D optical microscopyimaging.2 System OverviewOur 3D microscopy imaging system consists of the fol-lowing modules:3D Microscopy Image Acquisition System. Animage acquisition system modi�ed from an ordinarylight microscope. A cooled CCD camera is used toobtain a high-quality digitized image. We have alsodesigned software to control the piezoelectric crystalpositioner, the CCD camera exposure timing, the im-age acquisition, and the shutter of the microscope lightpath.Restoration Algorithms. Computational algo-rithms to remove out-of-focus information from the ac-quired image by using the information in the 3D pointspread function (PSF). Currently, we have implementedtwo restoration methods, the nearest-neighbor decon-volution algorithm and the Wiener �ltering algorithm.The algorithms have been parallelized on an IBM SP2supercomputer, located at Argonne National Labora-tory, to achieve fast deconvolution and can be easilyported to other parallel and distributed computers.Volume Rendering. Three-dimensional visualiza-tion software to visualize the processed 3D data sets.The volume visualization has been implemented onboth local SGI workstations and the CAVETM [6][7], avirtual reality environment developed by the ElectronicVisualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois atChicago.Client/Server Computing. A client/server suiteto transfer images between the medical center of theUniversity of Chicago and Argonne National Labora-tory (20 miles distant). The software is based on ahigh-speed ATM link between Argonne and the univer-sity. We have implemented it by using Nexus [8], aruntime task-parallel tool that supports heterogeneousarchitectures and protocols. We are also implementingit by using CC++, a small set of extensions to C++ forparallel computing. The CC++ language is based onNexus, but is easier to use for application developers.

3 Description of System Com-ponentsIn this section, we describe each module of the systemin more detail.3.1 3D Microscopy Image AcquisitionSystemThe image acquisition system we developed is based ona conventional light microscope. The following compo-nents are integrated into the system:Cooled CCD Camera. A cooled CCD camera is at-tached to the microscope to obtaining high quality dig-ital images directly. The CCD chip is capable of ac-quiring images of 1317 � 1035 pixels with 12 bits/pixeldepth. Image acquisition parameters such as image sizeand exposure time can be changed by software.Z Position Stage. To obtain optical slices of a 3Dobject, we developed a piezoelectric crystal precisionpositioning stage. This stage has a piezoelectric crystalinside a cylinder at the center and has six nylon beamsattached to the center cylinder to support the wholestage. The tension on each beam is carefully calibratedso that stage can move up and down without lateralshift.Linear Ampli�er. A high-voltage linear ampli�er isused that provides voltages of 0V to 1000V to the piezo-electric crystal. It is controlled by the acquisition soft-ware through a serial line connection.Light Shutters. There are two computer-controlledshutters. One controls the light from a mercury lampto the sample. This shutter minimizes the exposureof the samples to uorescent light. Another shutter,which is part of the CCD camera, is in front of theCCD chip; it controls the exposure of the CCD arrayby the specimen.Vibration Isolation System. An air-table supportsthe whole system (except the power supply for the mer-cury lamp). It is used to isolate the system from thevibrations of the building and the power supply.Computer and Software. An SGI Indigo workstationis used to run the software package that controls all ofthe system components and to perform image analy-sis. A client/server suite allows the use of a remote su-percomputer to perform the computationally intensivedeconvolution and volume rendering procedures. Theimage acquisition module provides an X/Motif-basedgraphic user interface (GUI) to the user. It accepts theimaging parameters the user speci�es, translates theminto low-level commands, and sends them to the CCD2



camera. It monitors the status of the CCD camera andtransfers acquired images from the CCD camera to disk�les. The image acquisition module has several featuresthat help automate the image acquisition.3.2 Restoration AlgorithmsIn this subsection, we discuss several technical issuesconcerning our restoration algorithms and parallel im-plementations.Measuring Point Spread Function (PSF). The �rststep in image restoration is to characterize the opti-cal system. The characterization of the optical systemcan be obtained by measuring its PSF. The PSF rep-resents information describing how the optical systemtranslates physical objects into images. To measurethe PSF, we use a small bead as a point source. Alight source can be considered a point source when it issu�ciently small compared with the spatial resolutionof the optical system. In our experiments, we used u-orescent latex beads with 0.100 � 0.007 �m diameterand found that the size is within the requirements fora point source for our system. Five bead images areacquired and averaged as the PSF of the system in ourrestoration algorithm.The Nearest-Neighbor Deblurring Method. This de-convolution algorithm is a widely used microscopy im-age deconvolution method [3]. The algorithm assumesthat the most blurring within a slice is caused by thelight scattering from its neighboring slices, one aboveand one below, and that the intra-plane PSF is muchsmaller compared with the inter-plane PSF. By theseassumptions, the algorithm can be easily implementedin the following manner. Let Ŝ(�; �; z) and G(�; �; z)be the 2D Fourier transforms of the estimated imageand the acquired image of the zth slice in Z direction,respectively. Then,Ŝ(�; �; z) = G(�; �; z)� c� [H1(�; �)� G(�; �; z � 1)+H�1(�; �) �G(�; �; z + 1)];where H1(�; �) and H�1(�; �) are the Fourier trans-forms of the inter-plane PSF for the two neighboringplanes below and above the central plane. The con-stant c in the preceding formula is a weighting factorthat adjusts the contribution of the two neighboringplanes to the central plane; a value of 0.49 gives a gooddeconvolution image.Simple Parallel Algorithm. In the simple parallel al-gorithm, each processor independently reads three im-ages (its current working image, the image one stepabove, and the image one step below). Each node also

has available the three central slices of the PSF data.Each node deblurs its working image and outputs itsdeblurred image. The advantage of this model is thatthe original deconvolution algorithm can be ported toparallel computers without any modi�cations. On 39IBM parallel nodes, the time required for deconvolutionof a 39 slice data set (39�1024�1024) is reduced from40 minutes to about �ve minutes. E�ciency is limitedbecause each 2MB images is read three times.Message-passing Parallel Algorithm. In the message-passing algorithm, each processor reads only its ownworking image, and communicates with other nodes toreceive the images one step above and one step below.Using the PSF data, each node processes its currentworking image and outputs its deblurred image. Be-cause internal data exchange is much faster than dataexchange between memory and disk (for example, thedi�erence in exchange speed is a factor of 9 in an IBMSP2 system), the message-passing model signi�cantlyreduces the time for image input. Currently, it takesless than three minutes to �nish deconvolution of one ofour data sets. Further improvements can be obtainedby exploitation of parallel I/O features and by codeoptimization.3.3 Volume VisualizationThe volume visualization has been implemented onboth local SGI workstations and the CAVE virtual real-ity environment. In this subsection, we focus on CAVE-based volume visualization.The CAVE is a fully immersive, projector-based vir-tual reality (VR) system [6][7]. The volume visualiza-tion module encompasses a set of techniques for dis-playing all or part of a 3D �eld in the CAVE. Onesuch technique is the modeling and display of isosur-faces in the �eld; another is direct volume rendering.The data is volume rendered as a translucent substanceof varying opacity, the opacity representing the den-sity of the imaged material. Volume rendering allowsthe entire 3D data �eld to be viewed at once. Untilrecently, little volume rendering has been done in vir-tual environments because the time required to rendera single animation frame has defeated the need in VRfor real-time animation. However, on the SGI ONYX,3D texture mapping, done in hardware, can be used forvolume rendering in real time.The Software. Our volume visualization tool uses the3D texturing hardware the same way as does SGI's vol-ren application [9], and as described in [10][11]. In brief,the data is de�ned as a 3d texture which is then sam-3



pled by a stack of equally-spaced slicing planes. Thereare many ways to use 3D texture mapping in direct vol-ume rendering. We currently let the input values actas indices into a texture lookup table, which in turn,contains the brightness values and opacities that areactually displayed. Widgets are available for separatecontrol of brightness and opacity. This arrangementallows the user to segment the data by making cer-tain ranges of values visible or invisible. The opacitycan be adjusted to vary the display from translucent toopaque, the latter being equivalent to an isosurface dis-play. Brightness can be adjusted for a pseudo-lightinge�ect. The data may be rotated in texture space tobe viewed from any orientation. Results are best if theslicing planes are kept perpendicular to the user's lineof sight. In a stereographic virtual environment, wherethe user can move in world space, the lines of sight canhave any orientation, and the planes must be rotatedto remain perpendicular to them. Since the planes canslice the texture volume at any orientation, the slicingpolygon vertices must in general be recomputed eachanimation frame.The Data. The ONYX at Argonne is currentlyequipped with RM4 raster manager boards. These con-tain 4 Mbytes of texture memory, 2MB of which areusable for the texture itself. Three-dimensional texturemapping on the ONYX currently requires the texturepixel resolution in each of the three dimensions to bea power of two. This means that if we subsample eachinput image to 2562, and use only 32 of them, they willjust �t into texture memory. If we use MIP-mapping(which builds a resolution pyramid of �ltered images tobe used when zooming in and out), part of the 2MB isneeded for these other images.3.4 Client/Server ComputingA client/server suite enables one to use high-performance computers located at remote supercom-puter centers. The local workstation acts as a client,and the remote supercomputer can be con�gured asa server. During image acquisition, one can select aserver. Once a server is selected, the acquired imagesare not saved into a local hard disk but instead are sentwith the processing commands and parameters throughthe network to the remote server. The remote serverreceives the data, the processing commands, and the as-sociated parameters. It then starts the correspondingsubroutines needed to do the deconvolution calculationsand the volume rendering. Results can be displayed onthe local workstation where the images are acquired,

or in the CAVE. A high-speed ATM (AsynchronousTransfer Mode) network link between the Universityof Chicago and Argonne National Laboratory is usedto transfer the images. The current peak speed of thenetwork is 34 Mbits/sec (about 20 seconds per 39 slicedata set), but but will be upgraded to 155 Mbits/secin the near future. With this high-speed link, it willbe possible to send the acquired images to the Argonnesupercomputer during the interval of normal image ac-quisition. Because of the nature of the deconvolutionalgorithm, the server does not need to obtain all the 2Dslice images before starting the deconvolution process.It can start as soon as some 2D slice images have beenreceived. In the case of the nearest-neighbor method,the deconvolution can start once the images of the cur-rent slice and its above and below slices have been re-ceived. When the entire 3D image acquisition is com-pleted, the server is already half done with its calcu-lation. Therefore, image restoration can be done soonafter the entire 3D image acquisition is completed.4 ConclusionsWe have built a prototype system that exploits su-percomputing facilities, high-speed networks, and 3Dvisualization systems for research and applications inmicroscopy imaging. The system also provides aclient/server model for parallel computer applicationsin large-scale image processing. In future work, we planto optimize further the system just described, in orderto support real-time 3D display of microscopic images.This will make it possible to conduct interactive exper-iments in studying the response of living specimens toexternal stimuli.References[1] G.J. Barkenho�, E.A. Van Spronsen, H.T.M.VanDer Voort, and N.Nanninga, \Three-dimensionalconfocal uorescent microscopy," Methods in CellBiology, vol. 30, pp. 379{398, 1989.[2] J.B. Pawley, Handbook of Biological Confocal Mi-croscopy, Plenum Press, 1990.[3] D.A. Agard, \Optical sectioning microscopy: cel-lular architecture in three dimensions," AnnualReviews in Biophysics and Bioengineering, vol. 13,pp. 191{219, 1984.4
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